
Sunlight
Written by Madeleine

I wonder what sunlight feels like.

Legend says there’s a place with soft green grounds, food flitting through the air,
and more than enough space to do whatever one pleases. A place where the air smells
sweet and the beige cement walls are nowhere to be found. A place with real sunlight,
instead of artificial lights.

A place with no metal bars in sight.
A place not reeking with death.
I’ve been ridiculed for it, but I like to think this place is more than a legend.

Maybe it’s beyond wishful thinking, but wouldn’t it be a delightful place if the world
were more than this gray trapezoid?

I’m a cage-free chicken. The green-painted, rectangular box on wheels that glides
past the minuscule window every day says so in bold letters. Nellie — who was born as
what they call a “layer” but accidentally got moved to the “broilers,” so she’s six weeks
older — says it means our lives are better. Supposedly, people pay more for our bodies
in the stores because they think we live good lives. Chickens that aren’t cage-free are
surrounded by wires that pinch at their feathers and restrict movement. I suppose I
should feel lucky I’m not surrounded by bars, although sometimes I think a cage might
help with the issue of cannibalism.

---
Feathers rustle around me. I slowly blink my eyes open to find many of the other

chickens awake, too. Nellie, sensing that I’m awake, nudges me gently. The blinding
warehouse lights are on again. I know they aren’t actual sun, but they still wake us up.
Since they’re almost always on, I’m almost always exhausted.

Something is different. Everyone’s more tense than usual; on edge.
The gray door that blends into the wall bangs open, and three humans, dressed

head-to-toe in black, enter the room with long, L-shaped devices, crouching defensively
and fingering the triggers. The chickens nearest the workers are very quickly worked
into a frenzy, clucking as loud as their sawed-off beaks will allow and using their
stick-thin legs to run in circles until they can’t hold their bodies up anymore and they
collapse. Distress clouds the air, thick as smoke.

We’ve all realized by now: today is The Day. By the time the sun goes down — the
real one — all of our bodies will be in that gliding green rectangle, driven to wherever
they want dead chickens.



The black-clad workers are ushering us out now, aiming their weapons at each
chicken that passes through the door to let us know they don’t plan on letting us go.

Slowly, slowly, the crowd inside the warehouse thins.
Slowly, slowly, I waddle closer to the humans, to the door, to freedom and death.
Finally, I’m following Nellie as we make our way out of the barn. There’s an

indescribable warmth and sweetness to the air, and a gentle breeze tickles at my
feathers, ruffling them. I glance up to see a white dot in the sky with lines shooting out
of it — the sun, the one I’ve always dreamed of. It’s just the way I imagined, but better.
And the stench that has surrounded me as far back as my memory reaches is still there,
but there’s an undertone of something lovely, something I don’t recognize.

A gruff shout draws my attention to one of the workers. She’s ushering us
towards a row of cages. The sun feels so lovely and even the dirt path under my feet is
mostly unscratched, calling to be pecked upon... I’m reluctant to keep moving.

Bang! A dart shoots out, just missing one of the chickens. The message is clear:
faster. The scratching of thousands of chickens grows louder as we shuffle faster.

It’s a shame that the first time we get to experience this magical new world is the
last time we’ll see it. I could spend years here and still find new things. It occurs to me
that maybe it doesn’t have to be this way. What if...

“Nellie!” I clucked. She released her hold on my feathers, looking at me
inquisitively with a beady eye. “What if today wasn’t our last day?”

“What’re you getting at?” Nellie examines me like there might be something
wrong with me.

Glancing around, I notice they’ve started loading some of us into cages, packing
tightly with no regard for the already feeble chickens’ lives. If it’s going to work, I’ll have
to be quick. “We’ve got these wings on our backs. Might as well use them, huh? If we all
made a break for it together, maybe some of us would have a chance.”

Some of the surrounding chickens have heard. While some sneer, others are
relaying my words to their neighbors. The clucking grows louder; the workers look up,
noticing the volume change. I turn to Nellie and watch as her face hardens. “Let’s do it.”

In a matter of minutes, word seems to have spread through the oversized flock.
Nellie, forever a leader, stamps as loudly as her body will allow, signaling a countdown:
three, two, one!

As one, three-thousand chickens rise from the dusty path, each putting
everything into flapping their wings. Those with damaged wings are aided by the
stronger ones. None of us are accustomed to using this part of our bodies, but after a
moment every last chicken has lifted off.

“Hey!” shouts one of the humans, causing my heart to stop. He raises his weapon,
pointing at a fluff of feathers.



The third worker nudges him and whispers something I can’t hear over the
flapping and clucking. A moment later, the man reluctantly drops his weapon.

“Fine, but I ain’t tellin’ boss this time,” he mutters.
The worker who persuaded him smiles.
It occurs to me, then, that we’re free — blissfully free. I don’t know what I’ll do

with it. But whatever it is, I’ll be enjoying every minute of it.
For now, I’ll bask in the sunlight.
Ten thousand feathers flutter up, up, up.



Notes (not part of the story, does not count towards word count)
It would be impossible to explain and convey the full extent of a chicken’s — or,

for that matter, any other factory-farmed animal; including pigs, cows, goats, sheep,
mares (horses), fish (one that is largely overlooked) — living situation in any number of
words. Statistics don’t do it; our minds are physically incapable of comprehending how
big these numbers are, what they truly mean. But, as a beginning visual, go grab a sheet
of paper. Just an 8 x 12, the kind you use in printers, fold in half for birthday cards or rip
from your math notebook. Now imagine there’s an especially large chicken sitting on it
(most chickens are genetically engineered to grow faster to produce more, even if it’s
unhealthy). Multiply this until there are enough chickens/pieces of printer paper to
cover a football field, and throw some cement walls around it. That is what 99% of
“farms” look like today in America.

Terms like “free-range,” “organic,” “cage-free,” and so on have been thrown
around. For a time, they worked. But more recently, these terms have been used to
capitalize on profit: if people think they’re doing something ethical, they’ll often be
willing to pay more for it. The problem is that the requirements for products to bear
such labels are, well, lousy. A cage-free chicken might not have wire bars between it and
the other chickens, but it will still be packed into a room with thousands upon
thousands of others. A free-range chicken needs “adequate access to the outdoors,” but
that can mean as little as having a tiny concrete porch off the side of the room. Animals’
living conditions are often just as inhumane when they are labeled with bells and
whistles, and the animals are still genetically engineered to reap the most profit.

I took a few creative liberties when writing this story, such as how Nellie was
accidentally misplaced and, of course, how the workers let the chickens go, but the
statistics and horrors of the world of factory farming remain very real.


